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Abstract—In the past few years, many companies are considering “social recommendation” for their businesses, e.g., firms are offering

rewards to customerswho recommend the firms’ products/services in online social networks (OSNs). However, the pros and cons of such

social recommendation scheme are still unclear. Thus, it is difficult for firms to design rewarding schemes, and for OSN platforms to

design regulating policies. By analyzing real data fromWeixin and Yelp, we first identify key factors that affect the spreading of products/

services in OSNs. These findings enable us to develop an accurate (i.e., with a high validation accuracy) mathematical model on social

recommendations. Our model captures how users decide whether to recommend an item, which is a key factor but often ignored by

previous social recommendationmodels such as the “Independent Cascademodel”. We also design algorithms to infer model

parameters. Using our model, we uncover conditionswhen social recommendation improves a firm’s profit and users’ utilities, aswell as

when it cannot improve the profit or hurts users’ utilities. These conditions help the design of both rewarding schemes and regulating

policies. Moreover, we extend our model to a dynamic setting, so that a firm can improve its profit by dynamically optimizing its rewarding

schemes.

Index Terms—Incentive scheme, referal marketing, user-to-user recommendation, percolation theory, data analytics, profit maximization
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1 INTRODUCTION

WITH the prevalence of online social networks (OSNs)
such as Facebook and Twitter, products can reach a

large number of customers via friend-to-friend recommenda-
tions (called social recommendations). To encourage social
recommendations, a number of firms are offering non-mone-
tary or even monetary reward. For example, Dropbox gives
extra storage space to users who recommend friends1 to use
Dropbox [12]. Some businesses in Yelp, e.g., restaurants, give
gifts to customerswhodo “check-in” in the social network [24].

In this work, we consider an incentivized social recom-
mendation scheme in which a user receives rewards from
firms by recommending firms’ products/services to friends.
To illustrate the tradeoff for firms and the platform, con-
sider the following three examples:

Example 1 (Baseline case). Consider the baseline case
where the firm gaves no reward to recommenders, i.e.,
scenario 1 in Fig. 1. Three users form a social network as a
line-graph. The production cost of a product is $3 and the
firm sets a price of $7. The firm used a traditional

advertisement (Adv.) in which only user 1 was informed.
She purchased the product. But she would not recom-
mend it to her friends in the OSN because there was no
reward. User 2 and 3 would not be informed of the prod-
uct. The firm’s total profit was ð$7�$3Þþ$0þ$0¼$4.

Example 2 (Benefits of social recommendation). Con-
sider social recommendation with rewards, i.e., scenario 2
in Fig. 1. The firm offered a reward of $4 to users who rec-
ommend the product to their friends. The firm increased
the price from $7 to $9 to compensate the cost of reward.
With such reward, user 1 would recommend the product
to user 2, so user 2 knew the product from “friends’ recom-
mendations” (Rec.). User 2 purchased it but decided not to
recommend it, and user 3was not informed of the product.
The firm’s total profit was ð$9�$3�$4Þþð$9�$3Þþ$0¼$8,
which was higher than the profit of $4 in scenario 1 with-
out rewards to recommenders.

Example 2 highlights that the firm can improve the profit by
rewarding social recommendations. However, such scheme
has certain risk and the following example illustrates it.

Example 3 (Potential risks of social recommendation).
Consider the scenario 3 in Fig. 1, where the firm now
increases the reward to $5. Then, both user 1 and user 2
are willing to recommend the product. User 3 thinks the
price is too high and decides not to buy it. Therefore, the
firms’s total profit is $2, which is smaller than the profit,
i.e., $4, of not rewarding social recommendation. Worse
yet, user 3 could be annoyed as she receives an uninter-
esting recommendation.

Example 3 highlights that social recommendation may
potentially lead to profit loss to the firm. Futhermore, some
users may receive uninteresting recommendations, which is
a threat to the OSN’s platform and its eco-system.
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1. Here, a user’s “friend” can be anyone who can receive informa-
tion from the user, e.g., subcribers in online social network or email
receiver.
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The above examples motivate us to answer the following
important questions:

� For social recommendation in OSNs, what are the key fac-
tors that affect firms’ profit gains and users’ utilities?

� How much reward/price to set so to increase profit?
Answering the above questions is challenging. First, real-

world social network consists of millions of users and the
topology is more complicated than the line graph in Fig. 1.
Second, when the price and reward changes, firms do not
know consumers’ behaviors and the potential profit gains.
In Fig. 1, it is possible that in scenario 2, user 2 thinks the
price is too high and does not buy it. In this case, the firm
will have a total profit of $2, which is less than the baseline
profit of $4. One can see that users’ uncertain behaviors can
greatly affect the firm’s profits. Third, the OSN platform
does not know users’ utilities on the recommended items.
We address these questions and our contributions are:

� Novel model with data: With large datasets of Weixin
and Yelp, we conduct an in-depth empirical analysis
of the spreading pattern of social recommendations,
and we uncover number of key factors, e.g., users’
recommendation rate. These findings enable us to
develop an accurate mathematical model on social
recommendations. In particular, our model captures
how users decide whether to recommend an item,
which is often ignored by previous social recommen-
dation models such as the “Independent Cascade
model”[14]. Compared with the Independent Cas-
cade model, we reduce the error to predict the num-
ber of recommenders by more than 80 percent on
Weixin’s dataset.

� Novel findings: By both theoretical analysis and trace-
driven simulations, we reveal the pros and cons of
social recommendations: (1) a firm can improve prof-
its using social recommendations when its item is
not well-known, or users’ recommending rate is near
a “critical value”, etc.; (2) although social recommen-
dation improves the utilities of the users who recom-
mend the items, it often hurts non-recommenders’
utilities especially for OSNs whose users have weak
ties with friends (e.g., Twitter), etc.

� Novel algorithm to improve firms’ profits: We design an
efficient algorithm to estimate a firm’s profit, and it
is more than 6,000 times faster than agent-based sim-
ulations [10], making it easier to search for a firm’s
optimal strategy. We also extend our model to an
dynamic setting and design algorithms for a firm to
dynamically optimize rewarding schemes. Com-
pared with influence maximization algorithms [23]

that are not explicitly aware of firms’ profits, our
algorithm improves a firm’s profit by as high as 71
percent on a Facebook’s graph.

In Section 2, we analyze the data of rewarded social rec-
ommendations in Weixin and Yelp. In Section 3, we propose
a model to capture the important factors found by data anal-
ysis. In Section 4, we theoretically characterize the spread-
ing patterns of social recommendations and the firm’s
optimal rewarding strategy. In Section 5 we show how to
infer the model parameters, and we use the inferred param-
eters to simulate the social recommendations in Section 6. In
Section 7, we extend the settings and design algorithms to
allow a firm to dynamically optimize its strategy.

2 EVIDENCES FROM REAL-WORLD SOCIAL

RECOMMENDATION DATA

In this section, we analyze real-world datasets from Weixin
and Yelp. Through this we find that the users’ recommend-
ing rate is critical to the spreading of a firm’s product in
OSNs. We also observe various factors, e.g., reward, infor-
mation source, product price, etc., which significantly influ-
ence users’ decisions on whether to recommend an item.
These observations help us to build an accurate mathemati-
cal model in Section 3.

2.1 Evidences FromWeixin Data

The Weixin Data. Weixin is an OSN in China with more than
one billion monthly active users [2]. Our dataset was col-
lected from volunteers and is fully anonymized. There are
three types of rewards for the recommenders: reward the
customers (1) who “share” an item to his receivers for a cer-
tain number of times; or (2) whose receivers “click” the item
shared by him; or (3) who successfully invite a “new user” to
adopt an item. In addition, a user can get “discounts” when
he buys an item via the received referral link. Also, an item
can have no reward and no discount, which case is abbrevi-
ated as “no-reward”. Therefore, an item has one of the five
marketing activities: share, click, new-user, discount and no-
reward. The volunteers decide whether to share or click the
item based on the rewards. We collected statistics in the
social recommendation campaigns among these volunteers
to quantify rewards and discounts, and normalize to [0,1].

Table 1 presents an example of data for a firm with multi-
ple products (items). For item 1, a recommender can get a
reward of 1. Among the users who obtain “at least one” rec-
ommendations of item 1, 4.56 percent of them further

Fig. 1. Profitability and tradeoffs of social recommendation.

TABLE 1
Statistics of Social Recommendation Campaigns (in Weixin)

Item ID marketing activity reward discount recommend rate click rate

1 share 1 0 4.56% 2.1%
2 share 1 0 4.56% 1.3%
3 click 0.05 0 2.64% 1.2%
4 new-user 1 0 0.95% 4.0%
5 new-user 0.5 0 0.82% 2.3%
6 discount 0 0.1 0.19% 0.9%
7 discount 0 1 2.91% 0.8%
8 no-reward 0 0 0.76% 6.4%
9 no-reward 0 0 0.54% 4.5%

The reward and discount are normalized to [0,1]. E.g., the reward “0.05”
means the firm gives a 5 percent discount.
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recommend the item to their receivers. Moreover, 2.1 percent
of the users who receive a recommendation of item 1 would
click the item.Note that a user can receive a recommendation
of item 1 for multiple times. This is why we see the recom-
mendation rate 4.56 percent is greater than the click rate 2.1
percent. For each item, our dataset contains the set of recom-
menders (i.e., anonymized users who recommended the
item) and the set of receivers (i.e., anonymized users who
received recommendations of the item). These anonymous
volunteers form an undirected social network. Due to pri-
vacy restrictions, we only use aggregated statistics such as
the degree distribution to create the social network.
� Data analysis 1: uncover the spreading pattern of an item.

We study the spreading pattern of an item by investigating
the number of receivers that obtain recommendations about
the item. Fig. 4a shows the impact of the fraction of recom-
menders on the fraction of receivers, where each point corre-
sponds to one item. One can observe that the fraction of
receivers increases nearly linearly in the fraction of recommen-
ders with a slope of 15.6. Fig. 4b further shows how the frac-
tion of senders in the user population is imapcted by the
users’ recommendingprobability (or rate), which is defined as

recommendation probability ,
num. of receivers who recommend it

num. of receivers of an item
:

(1)

One can observe that there is a threshold (we call it the
“critical value”) on the recommendation probability, below
which the fraction of senders is small and above which the
fraction of senders is large.

To further validate the diffusion pattern of social recom-
mendations, we also analyze the data for 8,799 articles of
Weixin’s official accounts, where Weixin’s official accounts
typically do not provide rewards to recommenders. Fig. 3
plots the relationship between the recommendation probabil-
ity and the fraction of senders. Generally, the fraction of send-
ers is large only when the recommendation probability is
close to or greater than the critical value. But we see a large
recommendation probability does not imply the a large

number of senders. The reason might be that when the num-
ber of recommendation receivers is small, we only calculate
the recommendation probability of a small group of users,
which has a high variance and lead to a large value of recom-
mendation probability. We use the gray color for the articles
whose fraction of recommendation receivers is below 0.04
percent of the user population. One can see that when we fil-
ter out those gray points, a high recommendation probability
implies a large fraction of senders in the population.

Moreover, we study the overlap of users who receive rec-
ommendations and users who send recommendations.
Fig. 2 shows that a majority of recommenders are also
receivers of recommendations. Since the receivers of recom-
mendations also send a large number of recommendations,
the cascade of recommendations cannot be ignored.

All the above analyses implies that the recommendation
probability is critical for the information spreading of an
item, and we will further study it next.
� Data analysis 2: uncover key factors that influence recom-

mendation probability. Fig. 5a shows the recommendation
probability varies significantly for a demographic feature.
Fig. 5b shows that as the degree (num. of receivers) of a user
increases, the recommendation probability first increases
and then decreases. In particular, users with 35 receivers
have the highest recommendation probability. To see how
the information from recommendations improves recom-
mendation probability, we note that a user can know an
item from other sources (say, conventional media). We
define

Fig. 2. Recommenders, recommendation receivers and clickers for all
items.

Fig. 3. Recommendation probability and the fraction of senders.

Fig. 4. Impact of (a) the fraction of recommenders, (b) recommendation
probability on the fraction of senders.

Fig. 5. Impact of (a) user’s demographic feature; (b) degree of nodes; (c)
information source, (d) the perceivability of item’s value on the recom-
mendation prob.
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improvement ratio of recommendation probability ,
P½recommend the itemjreceive recommendation�

P½recommend the itemjdo not receive recommendation� �1:

(2)

Fig. 5c is the histogram of items’ improvement ratios. We
see that the information of recommendations always
improves users’ recommendation probability. The improve-
ment ratio can reach two orders of magnitude. Table 2
shows that on average, offering reward can increase users’
recommendation probability by 250 percent compared with
users’ recommendation probability without reward. We
point out that the reward affects not only a user’s recom-
mendation probability but also the user’s adoption proba-
bility, as one would also consider the reward as a kind of
discount in buying an item. We will model this in Section 3.
� Data analysis 3: users’ satisfiability for social recommenda-

tion. We use click rate to measure users’ satisfiability. In
Fig. 6, we use the item with the highest number of recom-
menders as the representative of each firm. We observe that
users’ click rates are lower for items that are associated with
rewards, compared to those with zero reward. According to
the regression line (where the rewards for “zero”, “low”
“medium”, “high” are set to 0, 0.2, 0.5, 0.9), we see that
users’ click rates and rewards are negatively correlated.

Moreover, to reduce the impact of an item’s category on
users’ click rate, we further compare the click rates of three
items in the same category in Table 3. We observe that the
click rate of the item without rewards is significantly higher
than that of items with rewards. We need to be cautious
about this correlation. The problem is that the observations
only imply correlations but not causal relationships. For
example, the high click rate for an item might be caused by
this item’s inherent characteristics, but not the associated
reward. To see whether the observed correlation is from
some confounding factors, on the same data as that for Fig. 6
we conduct another regression analysis considering the price
p, recommendation probability q for users who receive rec-
ommendations, and recommendation probability ~q for users
who do not receive recommendations. Denote the reward as
r, then amore complicated linear regressionmodel is

click rate ¼ �0:127rþ 0:0653pþ 0:293q � 53:6~q þ 0:0471:

Compared with the baseline linear regression model
“click rate ¼ �0:132rþ 0:125” in Fig. 6, we notice that the
regression coefficient of reward is similar. This implies that
the correlation between the reward and the click rate is
robust under different confounding factors.

Lessons Learned. The recommendation probability for an
item needs to be above a critical value so that the item’s infor-
mation can widely spread in an OSN. A number of factors,
e.g., users’ characteristics, reward, information source, influ-
ence the recommendation probability significantly. We
observe that users’ click rates become lower when firms offer
reward for recommendations. There are a number of impor-
tant factors, e.g., price, product quality, etc., thatmay influence
the recommendation probability but are not covered in the
Weixin dataset.We next study themvia a dataset fromYelp.

2.2 Evidences From Yelp’s Data

The Yelp Data. The dataset is from the 11th round of Yelp’s
dataset challenge [25]. This dataset contains an unweighted
undirected social network of 1,326,101 users and 85,474
businesses. We treat check-ins and reviews as recommenda-
tions since friends are notified. Businesses provide rewards
for customers who do check-in, i.e., “check-in offer”[24].
Table 4 summarizes the statistics of reviews and check-ins
of the dataset. We observe that users’ check-ins are corre-
lated to reviews, as the ratios between the total number of
check-ins and the total number of reviews are similar for
businesses that provide or do not provide check-in offer.
� Data analysis 4: more factors that influence recommendation

probability. Based on whether the quality of an item is per-
ceivable before purchasing, we classify items into experience
goods (one cannot perceive the quality before purchasing,
e.g., medical services) and search goods (one can perceive the
quality before purchasing, like houses). Fig. 5d shows that the
improvement ratios of recommendation probability for expe-
rience goods aremuch higher than that for search goods.

Lessons Learned. When an item’s quality is hard to per-
ceive before purchasing, friends’ recommendations greatly
increase a user’s recommendation probability because she
trusts her friends’ recommendations.

3 MODELING SOCIAL RECOMMENDATION

In this section, we present a model that captures all the
observations in Section 2. First, we present a reward

TABLE 3
The Click Rate of 3 Items in the Same Category

1st item 2nd item 3rd item

provide reward? Yes No Yes

click rate 0.052826 0.1963 0.06968

TABLE 4
(Yelp) Number of Check-in versus Number of Reviews

# of
businesses

(1) = #
of check-ins

(2) = #
of reviews

ratio
(1)/(2)

w/ check-in offer 6,238 1,086,014 329,006 3.30
w/o check-in offer 79,236 8,225,098 2,737,303 3.00

Fig. 6. [ Weixin] Rewards and click rates (one point for one firm’s items).

TABLE 2
Impact of Reward on Recommendation Probability

With reward (average) Without reward (max.)

Rec. prob. 0.0271 (> 3:5� 0:0076) 0.0076
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scheme for social recommendations. Second, we present
users’ decision model, capturing factors on recommendation
probability. Third, we formulate a firm’s problem to
maximize its profit. Table 5 summarizes key notations of
this paper.

3.1 The Rewarding Scheme and Firm’s Decision
Space

We consider amarket, which consists ofN2Nþ users denoted
by N , f1; . . .; Ng and I2Nþ items (or products) denoted by
I , f1; . . .; Ig. An item could be the service of Dropbox, the
newest iPhone, etc. Each item i is provided by one firm and
we call it “firm i”. In the case that a firm sells multiple items,
we treat it asmultiple “virtual” firms. TheOSN ismodeled as
a weighted directed graph G , ðN ;WÞ among users, where
W , ½wmn:m;n2N �2½0; 1�N�N . A directed link from user m to
n captures that user m can recommend items to user n. The
weight wmn quantifies the influence strength of user m on
user n. A largerwmn indicates a stronger influence.

The firm i can post a reward scheme [12] to incentivize
users to recommend items to their friends, which consists
of: (1) a recommendation task associated with item i; (2) the
reward ri2Rþ for completing the task. For example, the task
for Dropbox is to invite a certain number of new users, and
the reward is a maximum volume of 22 GB cloud storage
space. Only the users who adopt (or use) the item are
allowed to accept the task. Each user can adopt at most one
unit of item and accept at most one task. The firm i sets a
price of pi2Rþ for item i, which has a per unit marginal cost
of ci2Rþ. The decision for the firm i is to jointly select the
price and reward ðpi; riÞ for each item i, where pi�0; ri�0.

3.2 The Users’ Decision Model

We consider two types of information sources that influence
users’ decision, i.e., recommendation and other information
sources (e.g., traditional advertisements). We track user n’s
information status on item i using a state variable Sni 2
f;;O;R; ~O; ~Rg, where Sni ¼ ;;O or R means that user n
does not know item i, is informed of it from conventional
information sources (e.g., TV or newspaper advertisement),
or is informed of it from friends’ recommendations respec-
tively. To describe the diffusion of recommendations, we
have two additional states ~O and ~R for a user. The state
Sni¼~O (or ~R) means that user n will be informed of item i
from other information sources (or friends’ recommenda-
tions), but are not currently informed. For example, a user is
in ~R when he receives a recommendation but does not click
it. Fig. 7 depicts the state transition, and these states have a
total order ;�~O�O� ~R�R, representing the strength of
information can only evolves from weak to strong. A user’s
behaviors depend on her states. This captures the impacts
of information sources on users’ behaviors (Fig. 5c). In the
above state transition, a user will be in state R if at least one
friend recommends the item to him. We do not add more
states to count the number of friends who recommend the
item to a user (which is similar to assumptions in Indepen-
dent Cascade model [14]).

When a user is in state O or R, he makes decisions. Let
vni2Rþ denote the valuation of item i by user n, which is
the highest price that user n is willing to pay for item i. The
intrinsic utility for user n to buy item i or uni, is

uni , vni � pi; 8n 2 N ; i 2 I : (3)

The uni represents the personalized quality of item i for usern.
Before adopting an item i, user n can only “estimate”uni

partially based on the true value uni and partially based on
her information source (represented by Sni). We denote the
estimated utility as ûniðSniÞ and model it as

ûniðSniÞ , giuni þ ð1� giÞQniðSniÞ; (4)

where gi2½0; 1� models the perceivability of item i, and
QniðSiÞ2R denote the personalized quality summarized
from a user’s information sources. A larger gi models that
an item is more perceivable in its value (or quality). For
example, the haircut service has a small perceivability gi

while a house has a large gi. Let tn;~tn2R denote user n’s
trust on recommendations and other information sources
respectively. The trust reflects how a user thinks an item
known from some information source is worthy of its price.
We model Qni as

QniðSniÞ ,
tnpi; if Sni ¼ R;
~tnpi; if Sni ¼ O:

�
(5)

We require tn � ~tn to capture that users often have higher
trust on their friends’ recommendations. By modeling

Fig. 7. Transitions of a user’s information state.

TABLE 5
Table of Notations

N the set ofN users
I the set of I items
G ¼ ðN ;WÞ weighted directed graph for the OSN
W the weight matrix for the graph
m;n the index for users
i the index for item or the firm of the item
ri the reward to do recommendation task for firm i
pi price for a unit of item i
ci marginal cost to sell a unit of item i
Sni information status of user n on item i
;;O;R; ~O; ~R notations for the information status (Fig. 7)
vni item i’s valuation for user n
uni item i’s intrinsic utility for user n
ûni the estimated utility of item i for user n
gi perceivability of item i’s valuation
QniðSniÞ personalized quality of item i for user n
t user n’s trust score on friends’ recommendations
~t user n’s trust score on other information sources
gni user n’s utility gain to recommend item i
~vni social value for user n to recommend item i
~cn cost to do the recommendation task for user n
Ani/Rni whether user n adopt/recommend item i
UniðAni; RnijSniÞ estimated utility for decision ðAni; RniÞ
di a user’s probability to know item

iwithout friends’ recommendation
aniðSniÞ / qniðSniÞ user n’s probability to adopt/recommend item i
Diðpi; riÞ expected # of users who adopt item i (demand)
Riðpi; riÞ expected # of users who recommend item i
Piðpi; riÞ “net profit” for the firm of item i
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item’s perceivability and users’ trust, we capture previous
observation in Fig. 5d, i.e., friends’ recommendations have
different effects on users’ behaviors for items with different
perceivability.

We have modeled a user’s utility to adopt an item. Now
we define a user n’s utility gain to recommend an item i as

gni , ri þ ~vni � ~cn; 8n 2 N ; i 2 I ; (6)

where ~vni2R denotes the social value and ~cn2Rþ denotes
the cost to take up a recommendation task. Recommending
good items enhances friendship, leading to a large social
value, while recommending a poor item leads to a small
social value.

A user n’s decision is to choose whether to adopt and rec-
ommend item i denoted by Ani2f0; 1g and Rni2f0; 1g
respectively, where Ani¼1 (0) means user n adopts (or not)
and Rni¼1 (0) means user n recommends (or not). Recall
that a user can take up a recommendation task if and only if
she adopts an item. Thus, the decision space for user n with
respect to item i is ðAni; RniÞ2fð0;0Þ; ð1;0Þ; ð1;1Þg. We define
the estimated utility for decision ðAni; RniÞ as

UniðAni; RnijSniÞ ,
0; if ðAni; RniÞ¼ð0; 0Þ;
ûniðSniÞ; if ðAni; RniÞ¼ð1; 0Þ;
ûniðSniÞþgni; if ðAni; RniÞ¼ð1; 1Þ:

8<:
A user decides whether to adopt or recommend an item,

when she is informed of the item (her state changes to O or
R). We assume her decision only depends on her estimated
utility UniðAni; RnijSniÞ. This “utility-driven” assumption is
not restrictive, since the utility captures factors such as the
item’s reward (Table 2), the item’s category (Fig. 5d), user’s
features (Figs. 5a and 5b), the item’s price, etc. For example,
when user n maximizes her estimated utility, the optimal
decision is

ðA�ni; R�niÞ2 arg max
ðAni;RniÞ2fð0;0Þ;ð1;0Þ;ð1;1Þg

UniðAni; RnijSniÞ:

Recall that once a user has adopted or recommended an
item, the adoption or recommendation can not be revoked.
Also, a user only adopts or recommends an item for at most
one time. After adopting an item, whether a user will

recommend an item is independent of the information sta-
tus, so a user n’s action R�ni should be same in state O and
R. Thus, users can be categorized into five classes based on
their actions under different states, as shown in Fig. 8. For
example, both class-2 users and a class-3 users neither adopt
nor recommend in state O, and adopt in state R. But class-2
users recommend in stateR, while class-3 users do not.

3.3 The Firm’s Decision Model

We divide time into slots starting from t¼1. Let us focus on
item i for descriptions. At the beginning of time slot 1, each
user is in state ~O with probability di. Namely, every user
can know item i from other information with probability di
afterwards. When a user gets informed of an item (from any
sources), we say the user “arrives” at the firm. At the begin-
ning of time slot t> 0, one of the users in states ~O or ~R
arrives. Then, the arrived user makes decisions as described
in Section 3.2. If user m decides to recommend, then with
probability wmn, a user n will be informed of the item and
transit to state ~R. Recall that wmn is the influence strength of
user m on user n. It captures that a user may receive recom-
mendations from (and be influenced by) close friends.

To illustrate, consider the example in Fig. 9. At the begin-
ning of time slot 1, user 3 arrives because he is in state ~O.
Then, user 3, as a class-3 user, neither adopts nor recom-
mends. At the beginning of time slot 2, user 1 arrives and
recommends to user 2. Then in time slot 3, user 2 arrives
and recommends to user 3. Finally in time slot 4, user 3
revisits the item because of the recommendation. After that
the diffusion terminates as no users will adopt or recom-
mend the item anymore.

Remark. Note that our model is a generalization of the
“Independent Cascade model” used in the influence maximi-
zation problem [14], where users always recommend an
item once they are informed of it. In this case, whether a
user can receive information (or “be influenced”) of item
i only depends on the weights of the edges ½wmn:m;n2N �,
given the set of users who receive information from other
sources. Another information diffusion model is the
“Linear Threshold model” [14], where a user will recom-
mend if a summantion of friends’ influences exceeds a
threshold. We conduct experiments in Section 6 to com-
pare these models.

To characterize a firm’s uncertainty about the market, we
model a user n’s valuation vni, the social value ~vni and rec-
ommendation cost ~cn as random variables. We assume
ðvni; ~vni�~cnÞ are independent across different n and i. More-
over, the parameters ðvni; ~vni�~cnÞ follow a probability distri-
bution Dni. From the perspective of a firm, a user n in state
Sni will recommend (or adopt) an item i with certain

Fig. 9. Diffusion of an item’s information. (User n has class n in Fig. 8, n¼1; 2; 3).

Fig. 8. User’s decision ðA�ni; R�niÞ in different states: 5 classes.
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probability. We define a user n’s probability to adopt and
recommend the item i to be aniðSniÞ and qniðSniÞ respec-
tively, where Sni2fO;Rg. Note that aniðSniÞ are qniðSniÞ are
personalized and item-specific. For example, when users
maximize their estimated utilities, the probabilities are

aniðSniÞ¼Pðvni;~vni�~cnÞ	Dni ½ûniðSniÞþgni > 0 or ûniðSniÞ> 0�;
qniðSniÞ¼Pðvni;~vni�~cnÞ	Dni ½ûniðSniÞ þ gni > 0 and gni > 0�:

(7)

We point out that the reward and price affects both a user’s
recommendation probability and his adoption probability.
This is because the price determines the estimated utility from
adoption, i.e., ûniðSniÞ, and the reward determines the utility
gain to recommend, i.e., gni. As shown in (7), ûniðSniÞ and gni
jointly affect the recommendation and adoption probabili-
ties. In our model, a user will jointly decide whether to rec-
ommend or adopt an item, as users will take the reward
into account when deciding whether to buy an item.

As shown in Fig. 8, whether a user n (in any class) even-
tually adopts or recommends an item i is determined only
by her state Sni when the diffusion terminates. Recall that
we consider the case where the firm has the same price pi
and reward ri for all users. We can then derive the demand
(i.e., expected number of adoptions) of item i as

Diðpi; riÞ ,
X
n2N

X
S2fO;Rg

P STer
ni ¼S

� �
aniðSÞ

0@ 1A;

where STer
ni denotes the final state of a user when the diffu-

sion terminates. Similarly, we derive the expected number
of users who make recommendations of item i as

Riðpi; riÞ ,
X
n2N

X
S2fO;Rg

P STer
ni ¼S

� �
qniðSÞ

0@ 1A: (8)

Then item i’s “net profit” isDiðpi;riÞ
ðpi�ciÞ�Riðpi;riÞ
ri.
We consider the problem of optimal rewarding scheme

when the firm has uniform price and reward for all users.

Problem 1 (uniform). The optimal of finding the optimal uni-
form rewarding scheme problem is

maximize
pi�0;ri�0

Piðpi; riÞ , Diðpi; riÞ 
 ðpi�ciÞ �Riðpi; riÞ 
 rif g:

Even through we currently only allow a firm to set a uni-
form price and rewardfor all users, the above problem is chal-
lenging to solve. Increasing the reward ri improves the
demand, but also the firm will incur higher expenses.
Decreasing the price pi improves the demand, but also hurts
the firm’s profit gain. The problem becomes more difficult
when the price and reward jointly affect the profit.

4 MODEL ANALYSIS

In this section, we first characterize the demand. Then we
characterize the optimal reward and the optimal price.
These analyses identify key factors that affect the firm’s
rewarding strategies and customers’ utilities, which guides
us to do more numerical simulations in Section 6.

Characterizing the Demand. To make the analysis tractable,
we consider the case in which Dni; tn; ~tn are identical across
different users n, and tn¼~tn. Namely, we assume all users’
utilities have identical distributions. This assumption corre-
sponds to the setting where all types of users are randomly
distributed in the social network. This setting is common in
theoretical analysis of rewarded social recommendation
such as [5] and [3]. Therefore, we can abbreviate the aniðSniÞ
and qniðSniÞ as ai and qi respectively. The following lemma
characterizes the demand when di is small.

Lemma 1. Suppose G¼ðN ;WÞ degenerates to an unweighted
and undirected graph, i.e., wmn 2 f0; 1g and wmn ¼ wnm for
8m;n 2 N . If the degree of nodes are bounded, then there is a
critical value qci such that

1) qi < qci ) limjN j!1;di!0
Di
jN j ¼0,

2) qi > qci ) limjN j!1;di!0
Di
jN j > 0.

Furthermore, if G is a random graph [4] with degree distri-
bution frkgþ1k¼0, then qci¼

Pþ1
k¼1 krk

� �
=
Pþ1

k¼2 kðk� 1Þrk
� �

.

Proof Sketch. Wemap the diffusion of recommendations to a
percolation process [4], [5]., where the recommendation
probability maps to “occupation probability”. Due to page
limit, detailed proofs are in our supplement, which can be
found on the Computer Society Digital Library at http://
doi.ieeecomputersociety.org/10.1109/TKDE.2020.3038930.tu

Lemma 1 states that only if the recommendation proba-
bility is higher than a critical value qci , then an infinitesimal
fraction (di!0) of users who are informed from other sour-
ces (e.g., traditional advertisements) can boost a positive
fraction of user to adopt the item. This implies that a firm
can offer reward ri so that the recommendation probability
qi will exceed qci . For large qi, we have the following lemma.

Lemma 2. Suppose G is a random graph [4] with degree distribu-
tion frkg1k¼0, then limqi!1

dDi
dqi jN j ¼0 provided that r1¼0.

In Lemma 2, recall that Di is the demand of item i, qi is
users’ recommendation probability. Then dDi=ðdqijN jÞ repre-
sents the increment of demand Di w.r.t. the increment of qi,
normalized by the number of users jN j in the social network.
Lemma 2 states that if the recommendation probability is
high enough, then further increasing the recommendation
probability only increases the demandmarginally.

Simulations on Yelp’s graph (Fig. 10) validate our previ-
ous analytical results, and show that the demand is small
when the recommendation probability is smaller than a crit-
ical value 0.02. Also, the demand increases slowly when rec-
ommendation probability is high enough.

Characterizing Optimal Reward and Price. The following
theorem characterizes the optimal reward r�i . Note that only
when the optimal reward r�i is positive, the firm should
adopt the scheme to provide rewards to recommenders.

Theorem 1. If the parameters satisfy the following condition:
dqi
dri

qidDi
Didqi
ðpi�ciÞ�

q2
i
ai

� �				
ri¼0

> 0, then r�i > 0.

Proof Sketch. We express derivatives of the profit Piðpi; riÞ
w.r.t. pi and ri, then we can get the optimal p�i and r�i . tu

Theorem 1 states a sufficient condition under which a firm
should adopt the rewarding scheme; This theorem uncovers
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key factors that determine a firm’s profitability: the recom-
mendation probability qi, the adoption probability ai, the
demand Di etc. This guides us to study the impacts of these
factors by numerical simulations in Section 6.

To study how the social recommendation scheme affects
the price of an item, we compare a firm’s optimal reward
with and without social recommendations. Recall that the
optimal price under the social recommendation scheme is
p�i . We denote the optimal price as p;i when users do not
have OSN, and we denote the optimal price as pvi when
users do not receive rewards and can only do voluntary rec-
ommendations. We also denote the optimal profit of firm i
in the above three settings as P �i , P

;
i and Pv

i respectively.
We summarize the three settings in Table 6.

Theorem 2. Suppose G is a random graph [4] with degree distri-
bution frkg1k¼0, gi¼1 and ci¼0. Then we have: (1) P �i � Pv

i �
P ;i ; (2) p

;
i � pvi ; (3) If ðvni; ~vni � ~cnÞ follows a two-dimensional

uniform distribution, then p�i � p;i � pvi ;

First, a firm can have the highest profit if he can provide
incentives for recommenders. Second, voluntary recommen-
dations will result in a lower price thus improve customers’
utilities. Third, incentivized recommendations could hurt
the utilities of non-recommenders who suffer from a higher
price but do not get rewards.

5 PARAMETER INFERENCE & MODEL VALIDATION

In this section, we infer model parameters from social rec-
ommendation data of a set of items. We also evaluate the
accuracy of our inferred model on the Weixin’s dataset.

5.1 Parameter Inference

Data Model. Consider a social recommendation outcome
dataset, which is item-centric, i.e., for each item i 2 I , the
data contains: (1) the price pi (or discount �Dpi) and reward
ri; (2) whether a user n recommends it, i.e., the value of
Rni2f0; 1g; (3) whether a user n receives recommendations
of item i, indicated by ~Rni2f0; 1g ( ~Rni¼1 means user n
receives and ~Rni¼0 means not). Furthermore, we know the
social network graph except for the weightsW on edges.

Inferring Edge Weights. Recall that the weight wmn rep-
resents the probability that user n can receive a recom-
mendation from user m. When user m has at least one
recommendation (i.e.,

P
i2I Rmi�1), we infer wmn as

wmn¼
ðnum. of recommendations n receives from mÞP

i2I Rmi

� � :

When the edge ðm;nÞ exists, but user n has no recommen-
dations in the data, we set wmn to be the system average

w ,
X

m;n2N
wmn11f

P
i2I Rni�1g=

X
m;n2N

11f
P

i2I Rni�1g: (9)

Parameters for an Item’s Diffusion. In our model, the parame-
ters diqniðOÞ=qniðRÞ and fqniðRÞgn2N fully describe a diffu-
sion process, as shown by the following Theorem.

Theorem 3. The diffusion process is fully described by a tuple of
parameters hdi;fqniðOÞgn2N ;fqniðRÞgn2N i. Then, the probabil-
ity for a user n to recommend an item i, i.e., P½Rni¼1�, is the
same under the following two tuples of parameters

� hdi; fqniðOÞgn2N ; fqniðRÞgn2N i
� hdiqniðOÞ=qniðRÞ; fqniðRÞgn2N ; fqniðRÞgn2N i
provided that qniðRÞ=qniðOÞ is a constant for every user n.

Recall that user n recommends item i with probability
qniðOÞ when he knows item i from other information source
(in the state O), and he recommends item i with probability
qniðRÞ when he knows item i from friends’ recommenda-
tions (in the stateR). The reason why the two sets of param-
eters are equivalent in Theorem 3 is as follows. When user n
does not receive any recommendation, he recommends
item i with the same probability diqniðOÞ under both sets of
parameters. When user n receives recommendations, he rec-
ommends item i with the same probability qniðRÞ, under
both sets of parameters. In short, no matter whether a user
receives recommendations or not, he recommends an item
with the same probability under both sets of parameters.

Then, one can derive that di
qniðOÞ
qniðRÞ ¼

P½Rni¼1j ~Rni¼0�
P½Rni¼1j ~Rni¼1�

; so we

use the empirical value of P½Rni¼1j ~Rni¼0�
P½Rni¼1j ~Rni¼1�

to infer di
qniðOÞ
qniðRÞ

di
qniðOÞ
qniðRÞ

¼
P

n2N Rnið1� ~RniÞ=
P

n2N ð1� ~RniÞP
n2N Rni � ~Rni=

P
n2N

~Rni

: (10)

Note that we do not observe whether a user knows the item
from other information sources. Hence, we do not know di.
What we observe from data is users’ recommendation
behavior. By Theorem 3 and Equation (10), we do not need
to infer di, but can use diqniðOÞ=qniðRÞ instead, which are
able to be inferred from data.

To infer the recommendation probabilities fqniðRÞgn2N
of each users, we categorize users into types, and estimate
fqniðRÞgn2N for each type. For example, we can categorize
the users by their degree, or demographic features, etc. Let
us denote the type of user n as Tn2T where T is the set of
all types. Then, the probability for a type-T user to recom-
mend an item i in stateR is inferred as

qT;i ¼
X

n;Tn¼T
Rni � ~Rni

 !
=

X
n;Tn¼T

~Rni

 !
:

Fig. 10. [Yelp] Recommendation prob. qi and demandDi.

TABLE 6
The Optimal Prices and Profits in Three Settings

Setting OSN? reward? opt.

price

opt.

reward

opt.

profit

Incentivized recommendation @ @ p�i r�i P �i
No recommendation • N/A p;i N/A P ;i
Voluntary recommendation @ • pvi 0 Pv

i
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Parameters for Users’ Recommendation Behavior. Inferring
users’ behaviors when firms have different rewarding
schemes is a counterfactual task, since the available data is
generated from firms’ current reward schemes. As stated in
our model, various factors affect a user n’s recommending
probability on an item i. These factors include the price pi,
the reward ri, user type Tn, and item’s features that are rep-
resented by a vector xxi. Since we are interested in the impact
of price and reward, users’ type Tn and item’s features xxi

are “confounding variables” (a term in causal inference [20]).
We assume that qT;i obeys a linear form

qT;i ’ CT ðu0 þ u1pi þ u2ri þ uuXxxiÞ; (11)

where CT is a constant for type T and uuX is a vector of
parameters for item’s features. For notational convenience,
we denote uu , ðu0; u1; u2; uuXÞ.

Now, we describe our inferring procedure. First, we calcu-
late bqi , P

n2N Rni� ~Rni

� �
=
P

n2N
~Rni

� �
which is the frequency

for a user to recommend item i after receiving recommenda-
tions. Second, we fit a linear function Lqðp; r; uuÞ ¼ u0 þ u1p þ
u2r þ uuXxxi via ordinary least squares. The inferred parame-
ters arebuu¼ argminuu

P
i2I ðbqi�Lqðpi;ri; uuÞÞ2: Third,we infer dif-

ferent types of users’ recommendation probability. Suppose a
type-T user’s recommendation probability is q0T;iðp0i; r0iÞ when
the price and reward change to p0i and r0i. Note that the recom-
mendation probability of a user in type T is proportional to
CT according to our assumption (11), then

q0T;iðp0i; r0iÞ ¼ qT;i � Lqðp0i; r0i;buuÞ=Lqðpi; ri;buuÞ: (12)

Users’ adoption probabilities are inferred similarly. Since
items’ price is the major factor that affect users’ adoption
behaviors, we use a linear function Laðp; bbbÞ to fit fbqigi2I .
Under price p0i, a type-T user adopts item iwith probability

a0T;iðp0iÞ ¼ aT;i � Laðp0i; bbbÞ=Laðpi; bbbÞ: (13)

If we know a firm’s discount instead of price in the data, one
can replace pi with Dpi in the above inference method.

5.2 Model Validation

We validate our model via designing the following two pre-
diction tasks based on Weixin’s Data.

Predicting an Item’s Diffusion on OSN. The number of rec-
ommenders reflects how an item’s information diffuses in
OSN. The number of recommenders is also nearly linear in
the number of recommendation receivers (Fig. 4a). To evalu-
ate the models, we compare the ground truth on the number
of recommenders and the models’ predictions. In the

evaluation, we use a random graph [4] with the same degree
distribution as Weixin’s social network. Let N

ðRÞ
i be the true

number of recommenders, and bNðRÞi be a model’s prediction.
We use the Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE) as our
evaluationmetric

MAPE ,
X
i2I
jN ðRÞi � bNðRÞi j=N

ðRÞ
i

 !
=jI j:

Table 7 compares the MAPE’s of the independent cascade
(IC) model and our model (with different number of types).
For ourmodel, we classify the type of nodes according to their
degrees because of the observation in Fig. 5b First, we treat all
nodes as a single type. Second, we group nodes whose
degrees are in regions [0,20), [20,60), [60,200), [200,1) into
four types. Third, we group nodes with the same degree into
one type, and we get more than 4,000 types. For all these pre-
dictions, we use a uniform weight w on each edge which is
defined in (9). Since we do not train the model with labeled
data, we do not split the dataset for training and testing.

The “Independent Cascade model”[13], [14] serves as the
baseline. For the IC model, users’ recommendation probabil-
ity q¼1, and the number of recommenders only depends on
the initial users who know the item from other information
sources. In the evaluation, we allow the independent cascade
model to tune the uniform weight w on edges, so we get the
lowest MAPE that the IC model can achieve, i.e., 68.8 per-
cent. As pointed out by authors of the paper [13], IC model
ignores users’ different reactions for different items, hence it
cannot capture different items’ diffusion outcomes. That is
why ourmodel significantly outperforms the ICmodel.

Fig. 11 shows that our predictions on the fraction of rec-
ommenders matches well with the ground truth. In Fig. 4b,
we plot the critical value qci¼0:035 predicted by our model
(dotted line), which matches our previous observation.

We compare the prediction accuracy of ourmodel and that
of the Linear Threshold (LT) model. For fair comparision, we
allow different items to have different probability configura-
tions in the LT model. Fig. 12 shows the prediction perfor-
mance of the LTmodel. TheMAPE for the LTmodel is 176.79
percent, which is much higher than theMAPE 11.7 percent of
our model. In particular, when the true number of recom-
menders is large, the predictions of LT model has a large
deviation from the true value. The reason might be that the
critical value of recommendation probability in our model
does not apply to the LT model. Therefore, the two models
have different predictions on items whose recommendation
probability is close to the critical value of our model. The
experiment details can be found in our supplementary mate-
rial, available online.

TABLE 7
MAPE for Predicting the Number of Recommenders

( Weixin, More Than 50 Items)

IC Model
(Item-independent)

Our model
(One type)

Our model
(four types)

Our model
(4K+ types)

MAPE 68.8% (at best) 13.9% 11.7 % 11.6%

Our model can accurately predict the outcomes of diffusion processes even
though the diffusion processes are random. Our model (with 4 types) can
reduce the error of IC model by more than 80 percent. Fig. 11. [ Weixin] Predict the fraction of recommenders with four types of

users.
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Moreover, Fig. 13 shows how well our model can use
early-stage statistics to predict the total number of recom-
menders in the whole time period. In Fig. 13, a fraction of
“0.25” means that we only use the data in the first 1/4 of the
time period. We see that the prediction error decreases as
we have data in a longer period of time. Moreover, when
we have data in the first half of the time period, our model
can achieve a MAPE as low as 30 percent.

Predicting Users’ Recommendation Behavior. We collected
recommendation behaviors associated with 27 items from
four firms, including the nine items in Table 1. The items of
each firm have similar characteristics. In this data, users
receive a total number 7,994,844 of recommendations.

The objective is to predict the user population’s recom-
mendation probability. For each firm j ¼ 1; 2; 3; 4, we use an
indicator function 11Fj to denote whether the item belongs to
the jth company. Our regression model is written as

q ¼ u0 þ u1Dp þ u2r þ
X

j2f1;2;3;4g
11Fjujþ2

0@ 1Aþu7�click rate:

Here, ð11F1 ; 11F2 ; 11F3 ; 11F4 ; click rateÞ are an item’s features xxi in
Equation (11). In the 7,994,844 recommendations received by
users, we randomly divide 80 percent of them as the training
data and use the remaining 20 percent as the testing data. We
only use the training data to train the linear regressionmodel.
The mean squared error of our trained model on the testing
data is 1:13� 10�4, whichmeans that for any item the relative
error on recommendation probability is at most 5.96 percent.
If we remove the factor of the “reward” r in the above regres-
sion model, the mean squared error is 1:42� 10�4, which is
26 percent higher than the previous error of the full model. It
shows that the reward plays an important role in predicting
users’ recommendation probability. We point out that one
can hardly validate counterfactual predictions using offline
data, so a firm needs to learn users’ behaviors in an online set-
ting (whichwewill introduce in Section 7).

Predicting Individualized Metrics. Previously, we predict
users’ recommendation behaviors at a population level.
Here, we investigate whether our data can predict each
individual user’ clicking behavior.

We collect 40 user features and seven item features, and
use the XGBoost 0-1 classifier [6] to predict whether a recipi-
ent of recommendation will click the recommended item.
The Rooted Mean Squared Error is 0.178, and the Area
Under Curve (AUC) is 0.735. It indicates that the users’ fea-
tures and items’ characteristics can to some degree predict
whether a user will click an item. Detailed results can be
found in the supplementary material, available online.

6 SIMULATIONS WITH INFERRED PARAMETERS

With our model and parameters inferred from Weixin and
Yelp datasets, we simulate social recommendations. Then,
we uncover important insights on when social recommenda-
tions can (or cannot) improve firms’ profit and users’ utili-
ties. Here, the cost ci is set to 0 so that the parameter pi stands
for pi�ci.

6.1 Algorithms for Simulation

Recall that it is NP-hard to compute the expected num-
ber of receivers of information in general graphs [7]. To
address this challenge, we design efficient Monte-Carlo
algorithms.

Note that the time complexity to collect one sample by
simulating the diffusion of recommendation is VðjN jÞ, since
it is possible that the recommendation diffuses across the
whole network. Worse yet, we are interested in many param-
eter settings and for each parameter setting, we need to col-
lect enough samples in the Monte-Carlo simulation. To
address these challenges, we designAlgorithm 1 that sequen-
tially generates the samples, so that the time complexity to get
one sample isOð1Þ. The idea to sequentially generate samples
comes from Newman’s book [18]. From all type-T nodes, we
select one node v uniformly randomly to be the representa-
tive node. To generate the samples, we repeatedly select a
new node u who is willing to recommend after receiving
information, and put it into the set SR, i.e., SR SR[fug. For
a set of users SR who are willing to recommend, the reverse
reachable set RRSetðv;SRÞ[23] is defined as the set of users,
where if any user in the set SR is informed by other informa-
tion, the user v will be informed from recommendation.
When SR has cardinality n, we collect a sample sn which
records the number of nodes in RRSet, and the number of
selected users in each type jSR\N T j, 8T2T , where N T

denotes a set of type-T users.
Using the samples generated by Algorithm 1, Algorithm 2

shows how we estimate the expected probability for a user
to be informed of an item via the “importance sampling”
technique. We can derive that the probability to get a sam-
ple s ¼ jRRSetðv;SRÞj;fjSR\N T jgT2T

� �
is

wðsÞ¼
Y
T2T

jN T j
jSR\N T j


 �
qT;iðRÞjSR\N T jð1�qT;iðRÞÞjN T j�jSR\N T j

� �
:

Given the reverse reachable set RRSetðv;SRÞ, the proba-
bility for the randomly selected node v to be informed from
friends’ recommendation is pðsÞ¼1�ð1�dÞjRRSetðv;SRÞj, since
each user in the reverse reachable set is independently
informed from other information with probability d.

Fig. 12. [ Weixin] Predict the fraction of recommenders via linear thresh-
old model.

Fig. 13. Predict the diffusion using early-stage statistics.
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Algorithm 1. [Pre-Compute Phase] Generating Samples
for a Type T Node

1 Function get_sequence_samples:
2 v drawn uniformly randomly from all type-T nodes
3 SR  ;
4 for n ¼ 1 to jN j do
5 u a node selected randomly in N � SR
6 SR  SR [ fug

// {RRSetðv;SRÞ is Reverse Reachable Set

7 sn  ðjRRSetðv;SRÞj; jSR \ N T jð ÞT2T Þ
8 return ðsnÞjN jn¼1 // generating the samples

9 for k ¼ 1 toK do
10 ðsk;nÞjN jn¼1  get_sequence_samples()

Algorithm 2. [Evaluation Phase] Estimate the Prob. That
a Type-T Node is in StateR After Diffusion

1 Function get_sequence_samples(di, fqT;iðRÞgT2T ):

2 P̂T;i  
P

k�K;n�jN j wðsk;nÞpðsk;nÞP
k�K;n�jN j wðsk;nÞ

3 return P̂T;i

UsingAlgorithm 2, we can reuse the pre-computedRRset
to do estimation for any parameter settings. Table 8 shows
that the running time of our algorithm with pre-computed
RRset is less than 1/6,000 of the running time of the agent-
based simulation.

For readers to better understand the above two algorithms,
we use an example to walk through the two algorithms in
Appendix B.1 in the supplementarymaterial, available online.

For our simulation algorithms, we coduct scalability analy-
sis on both the pre-computing phase and the evaluation
phase. We randomly choose a certain fraction of users in
Yelp’s social network and only keep the links among these
selected users. Fig. 14 plots the running time of 10,000 times
evaluation. We observe that the evaluation time increases lin-
early as the number of users increases in the social network.
This is because the size of the intermediate file generated by
the pre-computing phase is linear w.r.t the number of users,
and we need to went through the intermediate file for evalua-
tion. In addition, the running time of pre-computing phase
increases in a Oðn2Þ order where n is the number of users.
This is because the pre-computing algorithm needs to go over
the edges in the social network and the number of edges
scales in aOðn2Þ order in our setting of graph generation.

Theorem 4. E½P̂T;i� ¼ P½STer
ni ¼ RjTn¼T �. Namely, P̂T;i is an

unbiased estimator of the probability that a user is in stateR.

Proof. This is importance sampling with inverse propensity
score. Especially, the propensity score is accurate. By impor-
tance sampling’s theory [22], our estimator is unbiased. tu

6.2 Simulating Weixin’s Social Recommendations

We use the parameters inferred from Weixin dataset as the
input of our model and do simulations, where one firm has
one representative item. Fig. 21 shows that social recommen-
dations can improve firms’ profits for 9 out of 15 items, by
7%	71%. In Fig. 22, the items are ranked by their click rates,
where the right-most items have the lowest click rates. We
observe that when an item’s optimal price with the current
reward is higher than the optimal price without reward, the
item has a low click rate. In other words, our model explains
the observation in Fig. 6 that “users’ low click rates are asso-
ciated with rewards” as follows: if a firm offers rewards,
then the firm will increase the price which hurts users’ utili-
ties, hence users have low click rates. Fig. 19 shows that
when firms do not increase prices (and users’ utilities are not
hurt), social recommendations can improve 4 firms’ profits
by 7%	21%.

Lessons Learned. Firms will increase the price after provid-
ing reward. This explains the association between items’
reward and users’ low click rates. When firms do not
increase price, social recommendations can improve both
firms’ profit and users’ utilities.

6.3 Simulating Yelp’s Social Recommendations

We input the Yelp’s graph into our model to do simulations,
and further uncover the conditionswhen social recommenda-
tion can (or cannot) improve firms’ profits and users’ utilities.
The detailed settings are in our supplement file, available
online.

6.3.1 Firms’ Profitability

To quantify the improvement of a firm’s profit by rewarding
recommenders, we compare the profitswith/without reward,
and define improvement ratio as

ImpRatio ,
max

pi;ri2f0:05mg40m¼0
Piðpi;riÞ

max
pi2f0:05mg40m¼0

Piðpi;0Þ
�1:

� Information from other source di. Fig. 15a shows that the
improvement ratio decreases as di increases. This implies
that incentivized recommendations are benefitial only for
firms whose items are not well-known by the public.
� Recommendation probability qi. In Fig. 16a, as the recom-

mendation probability increases, we observe that the improve-
ment ratio first increases and then decreases. Moreover, when
the initial recommendation probability is close to the critical
value qci ¼ 0:02 (which matches the critical value in Fig. 10),
the improvement ratio reaches the highest value. This is
because when users’ recommending probability is close to the

TABLE 8
Running Time to Estimate a Firm’s Profit for Different
Parameters (Monte-Carlo Simulation Using 2000

Samples on Yelp’s Graph)

Method Average time (Min, Max) time

Agent-based 2970.6s (2561.8s, 3365.7s)
Pre-computed RR set (ours) 0.083s (0.016s, 0.55s)

Fig. 14. Scalability analysis of our algorithms.
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critical value, a small increment of recommending probability
driven by rewards can cause a significant improvement of
demand. Butwhen users’ recommendation probability is orig-
inally high (> 0:05) without reward, a firm should not offer
rewards for social recommendations, as the ImpRatio is 0.

Lessons Learned for the Firms. Rewarding recommenders
can improve a firm’s profit when the item is not well-
known, and users’ recommending probability is near a criti-
cal value for outbreak of diffusion. Otherwise, firms will not
be profitable by using social recommendations.

6.3.2 Users’ Utility

Since a firm’s rewarding scheme does not change its item’s
quality, the item’s price is the only factor that affects users’
utilities. The “baseline price” is a firm’s optimal price without
rewards, i.e., pvi , argmaxpiPiðpi; ri¼0Þ. Under the reward-
ing scheme, the firm sets price to p�i and sets reward to r�i .
Then, a recommender needs to pay p�i � r�i . Compared to
the baseline price, his “increase of utility” is pvi�ðp�i�r�i Þ. Sim-
ilarly, a non-recommeder has an increase of utility pvi � p�i .
We also consider the “average increase of utility” of both rec-
ommenders and non-recommenders.
� Information from other sources di. Fig. 15b shows that when

the proportion di > 0:5 of users know the item from other
sources, social recommendations improve customers’ average
utility. This is because a firmwill not increase price to lose the
large portion of users who know the item from other sources.
Also, firms’ rewards improve the recommenders’ utilities.
� Recommendation probability qi. We observe in Fig. 16b

that when users’ recommending probability is very small
(qi < 0:01) without rewards, social recommendation
improves users’ average utility. This is because only by both
decreasing the price and offering reward, a firm can let the
recommendation probability exceed its critical value. How-
ever, as users’ recommendation probability becomes higher
(qi2½0:01; 0:08�), social recommendation hurts the non-rec-
ommenders’ utilities.
� Perceivability gi. In Fig. 17, we observe that social recom-

mendations hurt the utilities of non-recommenders when

the perceivability is low. The reason is that when an item
has lower perceivability, users rely more on their friends to
make decisions. Hence, firms choose to offer high rewards
to recommenders and increase prices.
� Social value. We set social value as ~vni ¼ hð1� piÞ; h � 0.

A larger h indicates that users care more about their friends’
utilities. In OSNs whose users have weak-ties with friends
(e.g. Twitter), h is small. From Fig. 18, one can observe that
the non-recommenders’ utilities are heavily hurt when h is
small. This is because when users do not care about friends’
utilities, firms will offer high reward to recommenders and
increase prices.

Lessons Learned for the OSN Platforms. Social recommenda-
tion benefits both firms and users when an item is known by
a large portion of users from other sources, or an the recom-
mending probability of an item without rewards is low. The
OSN platform can encourage social recommendations for
such items. However, the platform should prohibit social
recommendations for items whose quality cannot be per-
ceived before purchasing. Moreover, social recommendation
will heavily hurt non-recommenders’ utilities in “weak-tie”
OSNs (e.g., Twitter).

7 EXTENSIONS TO DYNAMIC REWARD AND PRICE

We extend ourmodel to consider the dynamic setting, where
the firm can sequentially update the price and reward.

7.1 Modeling the Dynamic Settings

The models in Section 3 considers that a firm has uniform
price and reward for all the users. In that case, a firm’s profit

Fig. 15. Impact of prob. to be informed from other sources.

Fig. 16. Impact of users’ recommending probability.

Fig. 17. Perceivability gi and users’ utilities (t¼0;~t¼�0:5).

Fig. 18. Social value’s scale and users’ utilities, ~vni¼hð1�piÞ.

Fig. 19. Profit improvement with items’ prices unchanged.
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is independent of the specific time when users make rec-
ommendations, as we will show in Appendix C of the sup-
plementary material, available online. For dynamic
rewarding strategy, one should consider the specific time
when users make each recommendation. However, there
are an infinite number of possible cases of the specific time
of users’ recommendations. We cannot cover all these
cases, so we choose the following special case for further
simulations. To model the order of users’ arrival process,
we consider a discrete time system with t2Nþ, where an
arrival of a user indicates the beginning of a new time slot.
Note that the interval of a time slot is defined by the time
points when users arrive. Moreover, the order of users’
arrivals is the only thing we need to know to model the
dynamics. Let nðtÞ denote the user who arrives in time slot
t with state S

ðtÞ
ni 2f ~R; ~Og. Each user in states ~R (or ~O)

arrives independently in a Poisson process with an arrival
rate � ~R� 0 (or �~O�0). Then, a user n in state S2f ~R; ~Og
becomes the next arriver with probability �S=ð� ~R�j
fnjSðtÞni¼ ~Rgjþ�~O�jfnjS

ðtÞ
ni¼~OgjÞ. If there are no users in state

~O or ~R, then the system transits to the “Terminal” state.
When user nðtÞ arrives, the firm needs to decide the reward
rnðtÞi and price pnðtÞi for this user. Suppose under pnðtÞi and
rnðtÞi, the user’s recommending and adopting probability are
qnðtÞi and anðtÞi respectively. Then the firm i’s expected profit
in time slot t isRðtÞ , ðpnðtÞi�ciÞanðtÞi � rnðtÞiqnðtÞi:

In summary, a firm’s decision process is a Markov Deci-
sion Process (MDP). The state space is f;;O;R; ~O; ~RgjN j �
N . In particular, state at time slot t is represented by
ðfSðtÞni gn2N ; nðtÞÞ, which corresponds to the state of each user
in the OSN as well as the arriving user. If no user arrives, the
state transits to the “Terminal” (or absorbing) state. Here, the
firm has zero profit in “Terminal” state. A firm’s action space
is A�fðpi; riÞjpi�0; 0�ri�pig which we assume to be a finite
set due to real-world constraints. A firm’s policy is a function
pðfSnign2N ; nÞ2A that prescribes a price and reward for the
arriver nwhen users’ states are fSnign2N . Formally, the prob-
lem of dynamically finding the optimal rewarding strategy is
as follows:

Problem 2 (dynamic). The problem of finding the optimal
dynamic rewarding strategy is

maximizep
Xþ1
t¼1

E½RðtÞ�:

As S
ðtÞ
ni has 5 possible values, thus the MDP has more than

5jN j possible states, which introduces challenges to locate the
optimal policy.

7.2 Locating the Optimal Policy With Model
Parameters

As a first step, we consider that the firm knows the model
parameters. The baseline profit is the total maximum profit
without reward. Among a firm’s many possible strategies,
we do not consider firms’ strategies that depend on users’
features (e.g., demographic features). We consider the fol-
lowing strategies which are also listed in Table 9:

1) “Fixed action”. The firm gives all users the same price
and reward. This is the strategy considered in
Section 6.

2) (Stable) Randomized action. A mixed strategy is repre-
sented as a vector ss¼ðs1; . . . ; sjAjÞ where the sumPjAj

i¼1 si¼1. Under this strategy, the firm takes the ith
action in A (1�i�jAj) with probability si, for all the
users.

3) “High-degree”. The firm only gives rewards to users
whose degrees are above a certain threshold.

4) “High-influence”. The firm uses the algorithm in [23]
to select k seed users to maximize the “influence”
(defined [23]), and the firm only gives rewards to
these selected users. The firm will tune the seed size
k to optimize its profit.

5) “Reward and then stop”. The firm only gives rewards
to the first-k arriving users, and the firm tunes the
parameter k to optimize its profit.

6) “Q-learning”. The firm applies the Q-learning frame-
work to solve the Markov Decision Problem. The
details of the Q-learning algorithm are described in
the supplement, available online.

Evaluating Dynamic Reward Algorithms. We evaluate these
algorithms using Yelp’s social network [25] (Section 2.2) and a
Facebook’s social network with 4,038 users [17]. We consider

TABLE 9
Three Kinds of Heuristic Algorithms

Stable strategy State-dependent User-dependent

Fixed action Reward and then stop High degree
Random action Q-learning High influence

Fig. 20. Choosing k to maximize influence, k2f100þ300mg9m¼0.

Fig. 21. Profit improvement for items in Weixin.

Fig. 22. Reward and the optimal price for items in Weixin.
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that the firm has a preferred amount of rewards (e.g., 22 GB
storage space for Dropbox). The detailed settings and the
algorithms are in the supplement file, available online.
� Dynamic rewarding with model parameters. We run each

algorithm in Table 9 for 200 times to estimate a firm’s
expected profit. Fig. 23 shows the profit on Facebook’s graph.
First, we observe that randomizing the reward and price can
further improve the firm’s profit over the fixed action, espe-
cially when the preferred reward ri is large. This is because
this randomization can reduce a firm’s expenses on rewards
by giving rewards to only a fraction of users. Second, the
state-dependent strategies “reward and then stop” or “Q-
learning” cannot further improve a firm’s profits compared
to “random action”. The indicates that the optimal strategies
do not change a lot when users’ states change. Third, the
user-dependent strategies such as “high degree” or “high
influence” can further improve a firm’s profit compared to
“random action”. We have similar observations on Yelp’s
graph as shown in Fig. 24.
� Choosing the “k” for influence maximization. Influence

maximization (IM) problem [14] is well studied that aims to
select k “seed users” to give rewards, to maximize the influ-
ence of a product.However, the IMproblemdoes not consider
how to choose the proper value of k. Our “high influence” algo-
rithm applies the IM algorithms to select k users to give
rewards, and tune k to optimize the firm’s profit. Fig. 20 shows
that by tuning k, a firm can improves its profit by 5%	71%
comparedwith the strategy to uniformly randomly choose k.

8 RELATED WORKS

The spread of word-of-mouth in online social network has
been studied extensively. Domingos and Richardson [11],
[21] studied the marketing problem of rewarding the cus-
tomers in the social network. Many works studied influence
maximization problem [7], [14], [23] that aims to select a set
of seed users (to give rewards), to diffuse the product’s
information via word-of-mouth. However, these works did
not address the problem of how to choose the number of
seed nodes k because they did not model the firm’s profit.
Our model can be used to decide the optimal k, as well as

the optimal rewards to offer to the recommenders. Our
experiments (Fig. 20) show that the choice of the number of
seed nodes k has a great impact on firm’s profit. Various
works proposed models to predict and forecast information
cascades in networks [13], [16], [26]. Our model extends the
Independent Cascade (IC) model [13], [14] for information’s
diffusion in OSNs. In particular, our model considers users’
decisions on whether to adopt or recommend an item,
which significantly reduces the error to predict the number
of recommenders compared to the IC model. We like to
point out that usually we do not have the metadata about
the economic incentives for social recommendations such as
the price and reward. In such cases, one should consider the
IC model and others that do not require these metadata [16].

Social recommendation scheme was studied from an eco-
nomic perspective (a.k.a. referral reward programs).
Authors in paper [15] studied firms’ optimal strategies.
Campbell [5] studied impacts of word-of-mouth communi-
cation on firms’ profits. Our work differs from these works,
because our model includes important factors observed
from data and we validate our model using data.

There is a rich literature about online decision making
and reinforcement learning. Auer et al. in 2002[1] did finite-
time analysis on the upper confidence bound (UCB) algo-
rithm for the MAB problem. Chu et al. [9] consider the con-
textual MAB problem where the decision maker have extra
contextual information. Posterior sampling (a.k.a. Thomp-
son sampling) has provable performance for general rein-
forcement learning problem [19]. Chen et al. [8] studied the
combinatorial MAB problem that can deal with the online
influence maximization problem. To the best of our knowl-
edge, we are the first to apply the posterior sampling rein-
forcement learning framework to decide firms’ rewards and
prices for social recommendation.

9 CONCLUSION

This paper develops a data analytical framework to study
social recommendations. We build mathematical models
that are inspired by observations from data, and are cali-
brated with parameters inferred from data. Our model shows
that rewarding recommenders can improve a firm’s profit
when the item is not well-known, or users’ recommending
probability is near a critical value for outbreak of diffusion.
We also uncover conditions under which social recommenda-
tionmay improve or hurt users’ utilities.Moreover, we desing
dynamic rewarding algorithms for a firm to dynamically
improve its rewarding strategies.

A firm can use our model to check whether the social rec-
ommendation scheme is profitable, and use our online algo-
rithms to optimize its strategies. The OSN platform can use

Fig. 23. Firm’s total Profits for different algorithms (Facebook graph, average of 200 runs).

Fig. 24. Firm’s total profits (Yelp, average of 200 runs).
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our model to evaluate the impact of social recommenda-
tions on its eco-system, and design regulating policies so
that both firms and users can have benefits.
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